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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 This thesis considers the application of Genetic Programming (GP) to create 

computer programs that can solve both classification and metamaterial design problems 

in the area of electromagnetics (EM). Specifically, GP is used to develop an automatic 

target classification algorithm and is combined with the patterning Lindenmayer system 

for the development of a metamaterial design program. For both studies, GP is compared 

to other popular artificial intelligence (AI) techniques in each area such as the Neural 

Networks (NN) and the Genetic Algorithm (GA) methods. It is shown that Genetic 

Programming provides improved classification results and when applied to design work 

leads to unconventional and global optimal solutions. 

In the target classification of buried objects it is desired to develop an accurate 

and reliable analysis and classification of electromagnetic data for buried unexploded 

ordnance (UXO) discrimination.  The classification of this data is vital to not only clear 

buried UXO leftover from war and military training areas across the world with minimal 

false alarm rates but also to provide opportunities to use this land for housing and 

business development. GP is compared with neural networks, a popular classification 

technique, for the classification of UXO scattering patterns. Three classification scenarios 

with various levels of difficulty were examined and in all cases GP outperformed the 

NNs.  

For the metamaterial design study, a GP program was developed that generates 

novel, efficient, and unintuitive “broadband” metamaterial designs. There has been no 

established methodology for developing a successful design of ultra wideband and low 
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frequency metamaterial structures and to this end; GP is used to investigate the 

development of unconventional designs. A metamaterial design system combining GP 

with Lindenmayer system (L-system) patterning rules was developed and utilized in the 

study. A Matlab toolbox which controls both the GP algorithm and the full EM wave 

simulation in HFSS was also developed and utilized in the comparison of the GP-L 

system to the genetic algorithm. It is shown that GP is indeed capable of developing 

designs with improved performance from those reported using the GA methods. This 

thesis includes a detailed description of the developed GP code, fitness function, and 

obtained results from both studies. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

1.1  Background 
 

Genetic programming (GP) is a machine learning method inspired by biological 

processes of evolution and natural selection to create computer programs that perform a 

user-defined task[1].  In this thesis, GP is applied to two different electromagnetics (EM) 

problems with a common goal of creating a computer program that will take 

unconventional means and thereby more thoroughly search out and arrive at a global 

optimal solution for its respective EM problem.  The first problem involves analysis and 

decision making basedon ground penetrating radar simulated EM data to create automatic 

target classification computer program. The second problem involves the design of 

electromagnetic structures called metamaterials that perform to user-defined 

specifications. Recently GP has been successfully applied for classification problems in 

areas like character recognition, biology, finance, and medicine classification problems 

[2, 3]. GP has also been demonstrated to be capable of producing human competitive 

non-intuitive wire antenna designs even when there is no well established design 

procedure and in one study was shown to arrive at a design comparable to the previously 

patented structures [4-7]. However, existing applications of GP in electromagnetic 

structure design remained limited to wire structures. If performed by a person, both tasks 

would require expertise in a specific field that may not have a strong fundamental theory 

to learn or may take significant amounts of training and/or years of experience to learn.  

For tasks like the ones presented in these types of difficult to learn problems, GP has the 
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potential to learn more accurately and quickly as well as present a computer program to 

complete the task and provide insight into the process of completing the task. 

 

1.2  Genetic Programming 

 
Genetic programming is a type of machine learning that is the application of the 

Darwinian concept of natural selection on a population of computer programs to over 

time evolve computer programs with desirable traits for performing a particular task. 

Each computer program is treated as an individual with its own genetic structure much 

like a person has his/her own genetic code that separates them apart from other people in 

the population.  In genetic programming the program's genetic structure is called a 

chromosome which is made up of the instructions that make up the actual program code.  

Each individual computer program is classically represented as a tree structure in GP [1] 

as in figure 1.1 or as a linear list of instructions known as linear GP [8] as in figure 1.2. 

 

Figure 1.1.Example of GP tree structure. 

 

 

Figure 1.2.Example of linear GP structure. 
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The examples in figures 1.1 and 1.2 both represent the same chromosome which 

is a set of instructions to carry out a simple arithmetic formula, B*((A*2)+A), where A 

and B are input variables and the result of the equation is the output of the program. Each 

program in a genetic programming population is composed of functions such as 

,,,, etc and terminals which are input variables and constants. In the above example, 

the functions are addition and multiplication while the terminals are input variables, A 

and B, and constant, 2. As in people and other biological species, the GP chromosome is 

a bundle of genes that give each computer program certain traits which make the owner 

of that chromosome more suited for performing certain tasks.  The overall GP tree 

structure is the chromosome and the branches are the genes while in linear GP the entire 

list of instructions is the chromosome and each instruction line is a gene. 

From this perspective of computer programs as biological individuals, GP treats 

each computer program as an individual that can, like humans, reproduce and create 

offspring programs with desirable genes passed down that make the successor generation 

programs highly suited to performing the desired task. The basic algorithm ofGP creates 

these optimized programs as illustrated in the flow chart in figure 1.3 [1].     

 

Figure 1.3.Genetic programming algorithm flow chart. 
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The GP algorithm begins with an initial population of computer programs which 

have chromosomes or code generated by combining the inputs, constants and functions. 

The number of computer programs in the initial population as well as the available 

inputs, constants, and functions are provided by the user. Then each program is put 

through a fitness test in which the output of each program is compared to the desired 

output of the desired task.  A fitness or cost function provided by the user is then used to 

assign each program with a fitness score.  The individual programs with the best scores or 

best fitness are used to generate the next generation of programs through genetic 

operations.  As in biological evolution, the fittest individuals will pass down their genes 

to create a new generation of individuals which are even better fit to perform the desired 

task.  This process in genetic programming aims to replicate the natural selection process 

that happens in biological organisms. The genetic operations used to create the next 

generation are reproduction, crossover, and mutation.  

 

Figure 1.4. GP operator: Reproduction 

 

As shown in figure 1.4, the reproduction genetic operator creates an exact replica 

of the parent.  This allows best fit computer programs from previous generations to 

continue on into the current generation. The next genetic operator as shown in figure 1.5 

is crossover. In crossover, two programs are used as parents who each pass along some of 
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their genes to create the chromosome of the child program. As illustrated in figure 1.5, 

parent 1 (in yellow) passes its basic chromosome pattern to the child (in yellow) while 

four of parent 2's genes (in blue) replace one of parent 1's genes.  

 

Figure 1.5. GP operator: Crossover 

 

 The final genetic operator used to create new individual programs from the 

previous generation of programs is called mutation. Unlike the first two genetic 

operators, mutation allows for new genes that do not come from any particular parent 

source to appear in the child program.  This random change or appearance of genes, as 

shown in figure 1.6, allows the some programs in the new generation to take a step away 

from general population's evolutionary path so that different programs may be examined.  

Like in biological organisms, mutation sometimes leads to new superior abilities or if not 

will be retracted out of the gene pool by natural selection.   
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Figure 1.6. GP operator: Mutation 

 

The probability of how often each genetic operator will be used in creating the 

next generation can be defined by the user.  After the next population of computer 

programs has been generated they will undergo the GP process of fitness testing and 

genetic operations again until the termination criteria are met. This overall GP process is 

actually the application of the genetic algorithm to the computer program domain and the 

user defined operating parameters include: functions, inputs, relevant constants, the initial 

population size, the genetic operators and their rates of use, and the terminating criteria. 

As previously mentioned, GP is a machine learning technique which is a branch 

of artificial intelligence.  GP is also the genetic algorithm applied to computer programs.  

On its own, GA is a search heuristic and a type of artificial intelligence belonging to the 

class of evolutionary algorithms often used in optimization problems. GP is a machine 

learning technique which is also a type of artificial intelligence in which computers learn 

behaviors based on data.  Figure 1.7 illustrates where GP lies in the scope of the artificial 

intelligence domain [9]. GP is located nearby another more commonly used machine 

learning method the artificial neural network which will be compared against GP in 

chapter 2. Also on the surface GP and GA are clearly their own separate AI techniques, 
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GP being a machine learning method and GA an optimization method, but share the same 

foundation, namely their genetic representations and use of natural selection. 

 

 

Figure 1.7.GP in relation to other AI techniques [9]. 

 

The main difference between GP and GA is that GA evolves user defined string 

of values or a solution vector while GP evolves and outputs computer programs of 

randomly determined sizes and structures. Because GA works with solution vectors the 

size and structure of the solution is restricted to the user defined constraint as shown in 

figure 1.8. This makes GA well suited to optimization problems where the user wants to 

optimize the dimensions of a defined structure. For example, optimizing the spacing 

between five elements of Yagi-Uda antenna structure so that the antenna has the 
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operating characteristics as desired by the user.  The chromosome of solution vector 

would be made of the four genes each representing one of the four spacing dimensions 

between arms. The solution vector of every individual in the population would always be 

4 genes long and thus the resulting antenna design would always be a 5 element Yagi-

Uda antenna. For straightforward optimization problems, where the user is confined to a 

certain geometry or size limitations, GA may be an appropriate algorithm choice. 

 

 

Figure 1.8. GA solutions are constrained to a single user defined size and structure. 

 

On the other hand, GP is not subject to the same size and structure constraints as 

GA.  Instead the user provides the variables and functions and GP randomly generates 

computer programs of various lengths.  As the programs are genetically evolved the size 

and structure of the solution are evolved as well. Thus the optimal solution may be a 

totally different size and structure than any of the programs in the initial population as 

illustrated in figure 1.9.  In figure 1.9, it should be noted that the 2 parents have 

chromosome structure and size of 4 and 6 genes respectively but give rise to 2 children, 

one of which is a similar size and structure as parent 1 and the other child with 8 genes 

and a very different structure.  
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Figure 1.9. GP solutions size and structure are unconstrained and evolve over time. 

 

Going back to the optimization of the Yagi-Uda antenna to obtain certain user 

desired operating characteristics; GP can potentially provide more than an optimized 5 

element Yagi-Uda. Instead as a machine learning technique, GP can learn behaviors of 

antennas by being exposed to many different antenna designs.  In other words, GP does 

not have to be limited to optimizing the spacing between the 5 elements of the antenna. 

By allowing the size and structure to evolve over time, GP can evolve a computer 

program that provides the instructions for an antenna design that meets the user defined 

operating characteristics. GP has the potential to find that the optimal antenna design that 

most closely meets the user defined characteristics may be a 4 element Yagi-Uda or even 

different antenna structure such as a horn antenna.  The advantage of GP is that the 

freedom to explore different structures can lead to a better solution that matches the user's 

wants more exactly.  In effect using GP is more like training a computer program to 

become an “antenna design expert” than optimizing an antenna design. 
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One of the advantages that both GP and GA have over other artificial intelligence 

methods like artificial neural networks is their ability to search out the global optimal 

solution because they model the human invention process. Optimization methods work 

on the concept of reducing error and thus search out the minima in the error function. 

Many of these methods start tracking into local minima and cannot break out of that path, 

eventually finding a local optimal solution without actually having found the global or 

best optimal solution. Using mutation, GP and GA are able to take the “illogical step” 

away from the local minima for a more global search [1].  As previously described, GP 

takes a step further than GA by allowing the size and structure of the solution to be 

evolved and not limited by the user. 

1.3  Thesis Outline 

 

The promising nature of GP for finding global optimal solutions has been 

successfully used for problems in medical diagnosis, financial prediction, text 

classification, wire antenna design, analog circuit design, and more [2-7].  In this thesis, 

GP is applied to different types of problems in the areas of classification and design. The 

first problem is the classification of buried UXO targets using ground penetrating radar 

data and the second is the design of optimized broadband metamaterial ground planes.   

 

1.3.1 Automatic Target Classification 

The detection and classification of buried targets such as unexploded ordnance 

(UXO) using Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) technology involves complex qualitative 
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features and 2D scattering images.  The classification process is often performed by 

human operators and thus subject to error and bias.  Artificial intelligence (AI) 

technologies, such as Neural Networks (NN) and Fuzzy systems, have been applied to 

develop autonomous classification algorithms with promising results. As mentioned 

previously, GP is a relatively new machine learning method and has successfully applied 

to other classification purposes. In this thesis, genetic programming is compared to 

artificial neural networks for the classification of GPR UXO data.  Simulated 2D 

scattering patterns with different level of noise and cases of untrained data are examined.  

The classification error rates obtained from each method are presented and compared. 

 

1.3.2 Broadband Metamaterial Design 

 

The recent developments in the ultra wideband antenna designs has been driven  

to meet the demands of emerging wireless communication applications (cognitive radio, 

ultra wideband communications)  and support advances in radar technologies.  These 

advances in antenna designs has prompted  the need  for ultra wideband ground plane 

structures  that either eliminate bi-directional radiation patterns  by absorbing the 

backward radiation or by reflecting it in phase with the forward radiation to increase gain. 

Because of the nature of the corresponding large physical size of the frequencies of these 

antennas, conventional ground plane designs would require immense size which would 

be impractical for actual implementation.  Some solutions to this problem are 

metamaterial based absorber and artificial magnetic conductors. However, the 

methodology for designing broadband, small form factor, low frequency metamaterials 
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has not been fully established. GP's ability to optimal solutions for the design of 

unrestricted structures is very attractive for this metamaterial design problem. A bio-

inspired GP based design procedure incorporating Lindenmayer systems called the GP-L 

system is used to design an 8GHz metamaterial ground plane to illustrate its effectiveness 

and advantages in comparison to GA. 
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CHAPTER 2 

APPLICATION IN TARGET CLASSIFICATION 
 

2.1  Introduction 

 

Ground penetrating radar has been utilized for detection and classification of 

buried objects such as unexploded ordnance for both civilian and military purposes for 

many years [10]. Shown in figure 2.1, an unexploded ordnance (UXO) is an explosive 

weapon that has remained undetonated for a long period of time since its initial 

deployment and which still has the potential to explode. Many UXOs remain in areas that 

were once battle grounds and military training grounds. Years later these lands are 

reclaimed for other uses and need to be cleared of these potential UXO threats that over 

time have been become lost in the terrain, typically shallowly buried underground.  

 

Figure 2.1.Examples ofUXO. 

 

Using the data collected from GPR measurements of these contaminated lands, 

object signatures must be classified as either UXO or non-threat clutter objects so that 
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UXO can be cleared without wasting time and funds on clearing the false alarm or non-

threat objects. When this classification is performed by a human, the results may be 

subject to error due to fatigue or inexperience as well as human bias [11].  In addition, the 

time and cost associated with training human classification experts are expensive. 

Therefore, a system such as autonomous classification algorithm do not suffer from the 

same human errors and take less time to load onto hardware system for field use than it 

would take to train a person.   

Machine learning methods, like artificial neural networks, have been investigated 

and applied with some success for developing autonomous classification algorithms for 

many applications such as handwriting recognition, fault detection, medical diagnosis, as 

well as buried UXO and land mine detection [11-14]. However, neural networks do 

suffer from some drawbacks. The network size and structure are user defined and there is 

no clear optimal architecture in a given application. In addition, neural networks can get 

trapped into following after local minima [12].RecentlyGP, a relatively new AI method 

introduced by Koza [1], has been applied for classification [2, 3]. GP may avoid some of 

the drawbacks of NNs by evolving the size and structure of the solution and modeling the 

human invention process of taking the "illogical step" to search out the global optimal 

solution.  

 Ina preliminary comparison conducted before the experiments reported in this 

thesis, I examined the effectiveness of GP versus the NN techniques for the classification 

of images of alphabet characters [15]. That previous study showed that GP provided 

better performance than NN in the various levels of problem difficulty. GP also provided 
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robust classification even with untrained data, a situation that is often encountered in 

practical field measurements. This thesis reports on a comparative study on the 

classification performances between the NN and GP techniques in simulated GPR system 

scattering patterns of UXO and other troublesome clutter objects which are often major 

causes of false alarms [16]. A horizontal UXO and four resonating clutter objects, a 

vertical plate, a bent metal, a horizontal and vertical horseshoe shaped objects were 

selected for the comparative study because all five objects produce similar resonance 

features in GPR measurements.  The performance of the NN and GP for UXO versus 

non-UXO object classification with varying levels of noise and problem difficulties are 

presented. 

2.2 Ground Penetrating Radar Background 

 

Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is a nondestructive method of imaging below the 

surface of the ground by using radio detection and ranging (RADAR) system.  A typical 

radar system transmits electromagnetic pulses at a target and measuring the return time 

reflected from the target.  These return times provide spatial ranging data that can be used 

to image the target.  In GPR, the target is below an air-ground interface and so the 

reflected signals received by the GPR system are attributed to both the interface as well 

as the target as shown in figure 2.2.   
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Figure 2.2. GPR system basics: reflection attributed to the interface and target. 

 

Subsurface discontinuities can consist of any object or naturally occurring earth 

formation whose electrical properties, conductivity, permeability or permittivity differ 

significantly from the surrounding medium.  Given typical soil properties these 

discontinuities can include objects such as pipes, rock formations, water tables and more.  

UXOs, which usually use metal conductive housings, have highly contrasting electrical 

properties with soil making them suitable for detection by GPR. 

The GPR system detects these discontinuities by scanning over an area as shown 

in figure 2.2.  Typically the survey areas for clearing UXO can be very large.  To 

accommodate such large areas the scanning procedures approached in two parts.  The 

first step involves an initial cursory scan using a magnetic sensor to identify possible 

target locations to narrow down the scanning area for the more detailed GPR 

measurement.  Then at each possible target location the GPR system performs a complete 

measurement set for use in discrimination of the buried object.  As in figure 2.3, the 
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antenna is passed over the target along a 10 ft. lane, stopping to measure at 41 discrete 

locations (represented by red dots) with three inch increments (delta) between 

measurements.  The 41 measurements provide time domain responses which are stitched 

together to form a two-dimensional pseudo-image of the subsurface environment [17].   

 

Figure 2.3.GPR system scanning procedure from top view. 

 

2.3 GPR System Simulations 

 

 The data sets for this comparative study were generated by FEKO which is a 

commercial EM software package. The backscattered fields for each object buried in the 

typical dry soil conditions (εr = 7, σ = 0.005 S/m) were simulated at different antenna 

positions, thus simulating the typical GPR measurement procedure as described in the 

previous section. All objects including the non-UXO targets were assume to be composed 

of Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC) and their buried depths were set to 15 cm. In the 

simulation, an infinitesimally small electric dipole antenna was used as the excitation 

source and with the broad side of the antenna faced toward the ground. The antenna 

position was moved along the scan direction by 10 cm increments. Frequency-domain 

(10 MHz to 1 GHz in 40 MHz steps) co-polarization backscattered fields were calculated 
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at every antenna position. Note that an actual GPR system requires a narrower frequency 

increment for longer radar range.  

The antenna transfer function was decoupled from the target response and 

background was subtracted by post processing. Using the inverse Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT), the frequency-domain data were converted into time-domain data and this data 

was ensemble at the multiple antenna positions to produce two dimensional scattering 

patterns. Then each pattern was scaled into a 10 x 20 pixel image, where the vertical-axis 

indicates the time delay equivalent to target depth from antenna position and the 

horizontal-axis represents antenna position during scanning. The images in figure 2.4 

represent the target shape and corresponding GPR scattering pattern for each single 

object.  A total of five objects were simulated, one UXO target and four non-UXO 

objects, including a vertical plate, a horizontal and a vertical horseshoe, and a bent metal. 

 

Figure 2.4. Target objects and resulting 2D scattering patterns for (a) horizontal UXO, (b) 

vertical plate, (c) horizontal and (d) vertical horseshoes, and (e) bent metal. 
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2.4 Data Set Preparation 

 

 Training sets were then created in Matlab by adding 0%, 10%, and 20% white 

noise to the simulated GPR scattering patterns. Similarly, test datasets were created by 

adding 0% to 40% white noise in increments of 10%. Figure 2.5, shows an example of a 

simulated GPR scattering pattern from a horizontal UXO-like object with 0% to 40% 

additive white noise. 

 

 

Figure 2.5. 2D Scattering patterns of the horizontal UXO with increasing amounts of 

additive white noise from 0% to 40% by increments of 10% from left to right. 

 

 The simulated scattering pattern signatures of the five objects were then used to 

evaluate and compare the classification performances of neural networks versus genetic 

programming.  Each data set was generated to present binary classification problems into 

either a UXO class or non-UXO class. The level of difficulty of each set is based upon 

the amount of untrained clutter objects. In practice, each neural network and genetic 

program is trained using known objects, including UXO and certain clutters, but in the 

field there can be objects that were not included in the training.  These untrained objects 

will have signatures that the classification system has never been exposed to before.  

How the classification methods, GP and NN, handle these untrained objects are of 
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interest because this may happen in practical application of the system. Therefore, in this 

study some clutter (non-UXO) objects were left out of the training set but included in the 

testing set to represent this real world level of difficulty. The more untrained clutter 

objects tested, the more difficult it is to determine if the new clutter object is not a UXO. 

The following three data sets were used for training and testing binary classification 

problems of increasing difficulty.  Table 2.1 describes the breakdown of the training and 

test data for each set. 

 

 Trained objects Test objects 

Set UXO class Non-UXO class UXO class  Non-UXO class 

1 H- UXO V- plate 
H-horseshoe 

 

H- UXO V- plate 
H-horseshoe 

2 

H- UXO V- plate 
H-horseshoe 
V-horseshoe 

 

H- UXO V- plate 
H-horseshoe 
V-horseshoe 
Bent Metal 

 

3 

H- UXO V- plate 
H-horseshoe 

 

H- UXO V- plate 
H-horseshoe 
V-horseshoe 
Bent Metal 

 Table 2.1. Breakdown of objects into classes for the training and testing data for each 

problem set with untrained objects in underlined red. 

 

Set 1: 1 UXO & 2 clutter objects, all trained and tested. (Easy) 

 In set 1, one UXO was trained into the UXO class and two clutter objects, the 

vertical plate and horizontal horseshoe, were trained into the non-UXO class.  The test set 

included examples of only the UXO and two clutter objects that were trained.  Because 

set 1 had no untrained objects this set was designated as the least difficult case. Each 
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classifier was trained with 300 examples broken down into 150 UXO and 150 clutter 

objects.   

 

Set 2: 1 UXO & 3 clutter objects trained and tested with one additional untrained 

clutter. (Medium) 

 The training objects trained for problem set 2 were one UXO and three clutter 

objects, the vertical plate, horizontal and vertical horseshoes. A fourth clutter object, the 

bent metal, was excluded from training but included in testing to simulate an 

unknown/untrained clutter object. Set 2 was created to be more difficult than set 1 by 

including the untrained object in testing. Each classifier was trained on 600 examples 

broken down into 150 UX0 and 450 clutter objects (150 each of the vertical plate and 

horizontal and vertical horseshoes). 

 

Set 3: 1 UXO & 2 clutter objects trained and tested with two additional untrained 

clutter objects. (Difficult) 

In set 3, the training set included the UXO and 2 clutter objects, the vertical plate 

and horizontal horseshoe.  Two other clutter objects, the vertical horseshoe and bent 

metal, were kept out of the training set to simulate more unknown clutter thus making the 

problem in set 3 more difficult than in set 2. Each classifier was trained on 450 examples 

including 150 UXO and 300 clutter objects (150 each of the vertical plate and horizontal 

horseshoe). 
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2.5 Classification Methods 

 

 UXO classification using GPR technology often involves complex qualitative 

features and 2D scattering images and is performed subjectively by human operators. 

Thus, inconsistent and subjective classification performance associated with human 

factors, such as fatigue, memory fading, learning capability and feature complexity, are 

clearly inevitable [11]. In order to overcome this issue, an automatic, objective 

classification method that does not require a trained expert operator is essential. 

 

2.5.1Artificial Neural Networks 

The artificial neural network is a machine learning method that organizes a group 

of signal processors to imitate the human brain. The main architectures of neural 

networks are feedforward and feedback (recurrent) networks.  Feedforward networks are 

better suited for static problems such as classification, while feedback networks work 

well in dynamic problems, such as prediction [12]. The basic model of the feedforward 

network is shown in figure 2.6 and consists of three types of layers, input, hidden, and 

output.  Each layer consists of a number of nodes or neurons, represented by circles in 

fig. 2.6, that are interconnected by weights, represented by the arrows in fig. 2.6. The first 

layer or input layer is made of a number of nodes that each accepts an input for the 

problem.  The next set of layers is the hidden layers.  The number of hidden layers and 

the number of nodes in each hidden layer are user defined. Each node in the hidden layer 

will sum the products of the weights and the inputs and then use an activation function to 

assign an output value.  The activation function usually acts as threshold function that 
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will assign typically 1 if the threshold is met and 0 or -1 if it is not. Typical activation 

functions used are the sigmoid, linear, Gaussian, and wavelet functions.  The final layer 

or output layer also consists of these activation neurons and for classification problems 

the number of neurons is the same as the number of classes. 

 

 

Figure 2.6.Example of a feedforward neural network model. 

 

There are many supervised learning feedforward neural networks, such as the 

back-propagation (BPNN), radial basis (RBNN), and Wavelet (WNN) networks.  The 

difference between these networks is the activation function, with BPNN using sigmoids, 

RBNN using the Gaussian, and WNN using wavelets. Among the neural network types, 

the back propagation feedforward neural networks have been widely used for 

classification [12, 18]. In a comparison of neural network types for classification, the 

BPNN was shown to be among the most accurate [18].   

In the case of UXO classification, supervised learning is used by providing 

training examples of target and non-target scattering patterns. For the three binary 
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classification problems presented here, four different structures of the back propagation 

in addition to a radial basis feedforward neural network were implemented in Matlab.  

The size and structure of each neural network were defined in table 2.2.  The number of 

layers and neurons were varied to provide different sizes and structures for finding an 

optimal solution.  Adding more hidden layers may allow for faster learning of more 

complex relationships.  

 

Neural Network No. of hidden layers No. neurons per layer 

BPNN 1 1 10 

BPNN 2 1 15 

BPNN 3 2 50 

BPNN 4 2 150 

RBNN 1 500 (max) 

Table 2.2.Neural Network Structure and Size Parameters 

 

To train and test the neural networks, all patterns were normalized by their 

maximum and minimum. Values of the pixels in the images were scaled to range between 

0 and 1.  

 

2.5.2 Genetic Programming 

 

 As described in the introduction, GP is the application of GA to computer 

programs with typical components including adjustable operating parameters and 

functions such as terminals or inputs (which in this case are the scattering patterns 

pixels), the initial population size, the genetic operators, and the terminating criteria. The 

parameters used in the classification problems of this thesis are described in table 2.3. 
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The algebraic operators such as addition, multiplication, etc. were included for regression 

analysis of the data while the comparison and conditional functions were included due to 

the decision making nature of the classification problem. 

 

Functions: +, -, x, /, sqrt, comparison, conditional 

Terminals/Variables: 200 inputs of each image (10 x 20 pixels) 

values) 
Initial Population Size: 500 

Genetic Operators: Reproduction, Crossover, Mutation 

Terminating Criteria: Run for 30 generations 

Table 2.3.MetamaterialsGenetic Programming Parameters. 

 

 In GP, each individual computer program must be put through a fitness test.  For 

the problems presented in sets 1-3, each individual program was given scattering patterns 

and fitness was evaluated on the error rate, which is the number of patterns the program 

was able to classify correctly over the total amount of patterns it was given. Then the 

fittest individuals, those with lowest error rates, become the parents of the next 

generation of programs. The next child generation is created through the genetic 

operations. The entire process of fitness testing and genetic production of the next 

generation of programs is carried out again to create a fitter population until the 

termination criterion is satisfied. 

 Genetic programming outputs are in the form of the best performing programs. 

The genetic programming toolbox for Matlab called GP Lab was used to perform the 

binary classification training [19].  GP Lab outputs were obtained in the form of Matlab 

programs that perform the binary classification. The resulting Matlab programs were 
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tested with the test data sets and the resulting error rates were plotted versus the noise 

level.  

2.6 Comparison Results 

 

 For each problem, neural networks and genetic programming were evaluated 

using the same training and test data sets. Training times for each individual neural 

network structure ranged between 1- 3 minutes while the genetic programming training 

for each problem ranged between 3 – 15 minutes. The neural networks individually took 

less time to train, however, according to performance results more than one neural 

network structure should be trained to find the optimal NN, thus in practice to find the 

optimum solution the training of GP may overall be faster than training multiple NNs. 

 Each of the NN and GP programs were used to discriminate scattering patterns in 

the test data set into the UXO or non-UXO class.  The output was then compared against 

the true class and an error recorded if the output result did not match the true class.  The 

error rate was calculated by taking the number of errors over the number of examples in 

the test set. The resulting error rates of each were plotted as a function of the amount of 

additive noise. Classification performances of NNs and GP were evaluated by this error 

rate and the comparison results are shown in Fig. 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9.   

 As seen in Fig 2.7, both BPNN and GP provide comparable classification results 

in Set 1 which is a simple problem. The RBNN shows over fitting as it provides good 

results for the lower noise trained cases but poor results for the higher noise levels. As 

complexity of the problem increased and untrained data added to the test sets, GP 
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outperformed both neural network types, which strongly agrees with what we observed in 

a previous preliminary study [11]. For example in Set 3 as shown in Fig 2.9 which is the 

most difficult problem, the neural networks had difficulty with higher noise levels, while 

GP was able to classify with better performance and even without error up to 20% noise.  
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Fig. 2.7.Classification error rate as function of additive noise for data Set 1 
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Fig. 2.8.Classification error rate as function of additive noise for data Set 2 
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Fig. 2.9.Classification error rate as function of additive noise for data Set 3 

2.7 Conclusions 

 

 A comparative study of neural networks and genetic programming was conducted 

for the binary classification problem based on a simulated GPR procedure for classifying 

between the scattering patterns of UXO and four clutter objects. The objects and problem 

setup were chosen to represent scenarios that cause false alarms in conventional 

classification algorithms. From the obtained classification results, we observed that GP 

provided better performance than NNs in the various levels of problem difficulty. GP also 

showed robustness to untrained data, while NNs produced poor classification for 

untrained data. Classification performances of the NN vary with the user defined 

structures and sizes, even though the same training set was utilized. Additionally, finding 

an optimal NN structure is a time consuming task, since the trial and error method seems 

to be the only approach. On the other hand, because GP is not limited by structure and 

size restraints, it is capable of global optimal searching, which minimized efforts on 
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training processes. These observations indicate that GP may provide for a more 

convenient and effective buried objects and UXO classification algorithm. 
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CHAPTER 3 

APPLICATIONS IN BROADBAND METAMATERIAL 

DESIGN 
 

3.1  Introduction 

Recent advancements in ultra wideband antenna designs have been driven to meet 

the demands of emerging wireless communication applications (cognitive radio, ultra 

wideband communications) and support advances in radar technologies including foliage 

penetrating radar, and passive radar applications.  These ultra wideband antennas have 

prompted the need for ultra widebandground plane structures to eliminate bi-directional 

radiation by either absorbing the backward radiation or reflecting it in phase with the 

forward radiation to increase gain.  Current investigations into widening the effective 

frequency bands of these ground plane structures have lead to some promising results. 

For example, multi-layer absorber structures consisting of several “fictitious” 

homogeneous dielectric and magnetic materials have been optimized and shown to have 

up to 200:1 bandwidth [20-22]. A similar approach with realistic materials has been used 

in designing a 2-18 GHz absorber [23]. Single layer planar structures employing genetic 

algorithm optimized patterns [24] on top of several dielectric/magnetic substrates have 

also been used to obtain narrowband absorbers. Another optimized multi-layer resistive 

structure consisting of cross-dipoles for combined absorber/AMC operation has been 

shown to achieve relatively broadband operation in the 800MHz-2.3 GHz band [25].  
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Although, these approaches have been successful in achieving the desired 

bandwidth requirement, available methods suffer from some limitations. To date, there 

has been no AMC design that is ultra wideband and covers frequencies starting as low as 

a few 100 MHz, while using a compact and light weight structure. In addition, there has 

been no established methodology for developing a successful design of such ultra 

wideband and low operating frequency metamaterial structures.  A hybrid approach 

combining mushroom electromagnetic band-gap (EBG) structure with ferrite absorbers 

and achieved 41:1 bandwidth starting at 120 MHz [26]. However, the ferrite layer used in 

this design is heavy, brittle, difficult to machine, thus rendering this design sub-optimal.  

Therefore despite the significant advances and remarkable achievements in these 

metamaterial designs, there is still no well established or physically realizable structure 

that provides ultra wideband operation that includes the low 100 MHz band while 

meeting the small form factor, lightweight, and robustness requirements. In addition, a 

fundamental understanding regarding the design and optimization of metamaterial 

structures for ultra wideband applications is still needed.  In other words, a need still 

exists for both reasonable and constructible wideband metamaterial structures as well as 

the guidelines for designing them. Genetic programming lends itself well to not only 

creating instructions for building optimized designs but also to providing insight into the 

reasoning behind the design.  As generations pass in the genetic programming algorithm, 

the user may watch the evolution of designs over time. This allows the user to observe 

which traits are passed down and what effect they had on the design. Therefore applying 

genetic programming to the design of wideband metamaterials may solve both the need 
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for these structures as well as insight into the fundamental process of designing these 

structures.  

 

3.1.1Metamaterial Background 

 Metamaterials are an emerging research area in electromagnetics and present 

potentially important technological and scientific advances in diverse applications 

including antennas, wireless telecommunications, radars, microelectronics, optics, and 

medical imaging. Metamaterials are synthetically structured media that exhibit unusual 

electromagnetic properties such as negative refractive index, left handed wave 

propagation, artificial magnetic conductor behavior, and wave absorption that may 

normally exist in any single material.  With feature sizes much smaller than the 

wavelength of the impinging electromagnetic wave, the structures that make up the 

metamaterials act as artificial molecules that scatter the impinging wave in a prescribed 

manner. From a macroscopic point of view, these scattering behaviors can be ensembled 

as effective material parameters such as permittivity, permeability, and a refractive index. 

A substantial amount of research in metamaterials has lead to considerable 

understanding of this area and the development of design guidelines for metamaterial 

structures in some transmission line applications. Specifically, metamaterial enhanced 

transmission lines have been utilized as building blocks in realizing broadband baluns, 

compact phase shifters, power combiners, and leaky wave antennas. Similarly, 

metamaterials have been used as filter elements on transmission lines, and antenna arrays 

with enhanced radiation characteristics as well as to reduce mutual coupling effects. Inthe 
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antennas and radar applications area, metamaterial based absorber and artificial magnetic 

conductor (AMC) designs have also been developed to reduce radar cross sections and 

enhance antenna characteristics (gain, bandwidth) by emulating behavior of Artificial 

Magnetic Conductor (AMC) [24].  Figure 3.1 shows an example AMC metamaterial 

which is a structure comprised of an array of metallic pieces (represented by the white 

areas) on a dielectric substrate (represented as the dark areas).  

 

 

Figure 3.1. Example of the unit cell of metamaterial ground plane structure [24] 

 

When applied to ground plane applications, metamaterials may provide for the 

properties needed for low frequency or wide frequency ranges to exist in an electrically 

small package which is desirable for practical implementation.   

 

3.1.2 Metamaterial Ground Plane Optimization and Design 

 

 As previously described, the goal for the wideband metamaterial ground plane 

structures is to eliminate bi-directional radiation of wideband antennas by either 

absorbing the back radiation or reflecting it in phase with the forward radiation. Figure 

3.2 shows the ability of the hybrid EBG ferrite ground plane in [26] as an example of 

incorporating both concepts into an ultra widebanddesign. Theabsorbing part of the 
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bandwidth is defined as the frequency range in which the reflectivity is below -14 dB 

while the in phase reflecting part is defined as the frequency range in which the reflection 

phase is between -90° to +90°. 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Hybrid ferrite/EBG ground plane and results[26] 

  

Many metamaterial ground plane designs have been created by patterning various 

materials onto layers of other materials.  These patterned structures were then found to 

meet the desired operating characteristics through the optimization of theparameters that 

described the structure including the material selection for each pixel of the pattern 

(metal, resistive for increased absorption, or blank), dielectric constant, thickness, and 

unit cell size by the genetic algorithm. Optimization of a single patterned layer such as in 

figure 3.1, proved to have limited achievable bandwidth which is unsuitable for an ultra 

wideband metamaterial ground plane. Another approach for enhancing the bandwidth 

was to combine the use of multiple patterned layers each with different operational bands.  

This is analogous to cascading of filters, where limited interaction between different 

layers allows the combined structure to have the total of the operational bandwidths of 
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each layer. However, this assumption is not valid for multi-layer metamaterial structures 

due to the rather complex electromagnetic interactions between the layers. Other studies 

attempted to use GA to optimize multi-layer structures and considered the overall 

structure in achieving the wideband operation but because of the limitations of the GA, 

the number of layers, structures, and the pixel resolution was fixed.  

3.2  Genetic Programming-Lindenmayer Systems Approach 

As previously discussed, there is currently still a need for both wideband 

metamaterial designs and the guidelines for producing such designs. Others have applied 

the genetic algorithm to fixed structures and have produced designs with limitations on 

size, pattern resolution, and materials. In response to the need for both more degrees of 

freedom and guidelines for metamaterial design, GP is applied to creating computer 

programs which design metamaterials.  As mentioned before, GP has advantages over 

GA because the size and structure of the metamaterial do not have user defined limits on 

them.  Instead of evolving the parameters of the metamaterial patterns and layers with 

GA, the GP evolves the instructions to build the metamaterial patterns and layers.  

To create the patterns of metamaterial structures, let us consider one of nature’s 

patterning schemes, the fractal.  A fractal is a self similar pattern which means that the 

patterns looks the same from close up and afar that can be found in the patterns of the 

structures of a fern (see figure 3.3), the veins of a leaf, a bug's wing, and many more.  
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Figure 3.3.Fern is an example of a self similar fractal from nature 

 

One way to produce the instructions for creating a fractal pattern is by the 

Lindenmayer system or L-system.GP evolves the code that builds the metamaterial so if 

that code can be represented as set of L-system instructions then two of nature's processes 

can be combined to create novel, optimal metamaterial designs.  In addition, examining 

the GP evolved process steps may also provide insight into the theory behind the design, 

an advantage that could not be deducted from a GA solution.  

 

3.2.1Lindenmayer Systems 

The Lindenmayer system is a type of grammar in that it is a set of production 

rules for strings [27].  The L-system starts with an axiom which is then rewritten by 

following the production rules for a number of iterations. For example, in figure 3.4 the 

axiom is the single top bar and the production rules says to replace a single bar with two 

bars.  By following the production rules we see that in the first iteration, N=1, the axiom 

which is the top bar is replaced with two bars. In the next iteration, N=2, each bar is 

replaced by two bars so that there are now a total of four bars.   
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Figure 3.4. Example of Lindenmayer system 

 

The instructions to draw the pattern are a result of expanding each iteration based 

on the production rules. Each axiom and production rule in an L-system is represented as 

a string.  The production rules give instruction to replace a string with a different string 

and that is how the overall string is expanded in each iteration.  So in the example in 

figure 3.4, the top bar is represented with an A, which means draws a bar.  The 

production rule says to replace an A with and AA, meaning draw two bars where there 

was originally one.  In the second iteration the overall string becomes AAAA and as 

shown there are four bars. 

L-systems can create many different types of patterns by changing the production 

rules and the axioms. Some famous patterns generated by L-systems are the Sierpinksi 

traingle and the Koch curve as illustrated in various iterations in figure 3.5. 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Example of well known L-systems, Sierpinski Triangle and Koch Curve 
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The end result of using an L-system is a string of instructions on how to draw a 

pattern.  This result is exactly what is needed for using GP to create an optimal 

metamaterial structure because it provides both a computer program like code of 

instructions and the ability to form patterns that can be used in the layers of the structure.  

 

3.2.2 GP-L-system 

 

By combining the patterning instructions of an L-system with the computer 

program optimization of GP, some unique metamaterial structures may be found that 

otherwise would not normally be designed by humans.  Again, GP is not limited to 

optimizing the parameters of a structure but instead optimizes the structure by optimizing 

the instructions to create the structure. In this thesis, those instructions are represented by 

L-system strings of instructions.   

The L-system applied to the GP-L system is a variant of turtle graphics. Turtle 

graphics are a method to program graphics using a turtle as a cursor that is given position, 

orientation, and pen function.  The turtle moves about a Cartesian coordinate system map 

and draws out the picture by following the position and orientation instructions as well as 

when and how to drop its pen ink.  In the GP-L system, the turtle is given instructions by 

the following strings: 

F: move forward 1 step and stamp a 1x1 square 

G: move forward 1 step 

+: turn right by 90° 

- : turn left by 90° 
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Thus the alphabet of the L-system is made of F, G, +, - and has an axiom and production 

rules comprised of these alphabet characters. In the GP-L system, the algorithm starts 

with an initial population of programs.  These programs are randomly generated by 

randomly selecting combinations of the L-system alphabet to create the production rules. 

An example of a computer program generated by the L-system is described in figure 3.6. 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Example of GP-L system patterning rules for a unit cell 

 

In the example, there are two production rules which each replace F and G with 

randomly generated strings made of the available alphabet. The axiom or seed is the 

starting string, which is also randomly made of the alphabet, and N is the number of 

iterations for expansion using the rules.  In the example, the axiom is FG and the number 

of iterations is 1so that the resulting computer program will be the string created by 

expanding the axiom once using the rules.  The resulting program is G-FF+GF where the 

G-F replaced the F in the axiom and F+GF replaced the G in the axiom.  The interpreted 

instructions draw the pattern as shown in figure 3.6.  

The L-system strings are analogous to computer program code that is a linear set 

of instructions to draw a pattern.  Thus linear genetic programming can easily be applied 
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to the strings generated by L-systems.  In linear genetic programming, the entire code of 

the program was the individual and each line of code was a gene that could be replaced or 

added to another individual's code to create a completely new program. Figure 3.7 shows 

the flow of GP as applied to L-systems to create patterns for metamaterial structures.  

 

 

Figure 3.7. Flow chart of GP-L system 

 

The GP-L system is split into two parts, the GP controller which runs the GP 

algorithm and the full wave simulator which evaluates each metamaterials characteristics. 

The overall system starts in the GP controller where it creates an initial population of 

computer programs by randomly generating different L-system rules as previously 

described. Then each program is interpreted into the metamaterial structure and must be 

evaluated for the frequency range in which the reflected phase is between -90° and +90°, 

which is where any back radiation will be reflected forward in phase.  To do this the 
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metamaterial structure is simulated in a full wave EM simulator software package. The 

results are then sent back to the GP controller so that a fitness score may be applied.  The 

fitness score is determined by the difference or error between the desired performance 

and the simulator evaluated performance. The programs that generated the metamaterials 

with the least error are chosen to be the parents of the next generation or if the 

terminating criteria are met the parent with the least error is said to be the optimal 

program.  The next generation is made of the parents as well as a percentage of crossover 

and mutated children.  The crossover genetic operation is performed by taking two parent 

programs and extracting random sections of strings of each program and placing them 

into the other parent to create the children programs.  The mutation operation is 

performed by randomly generating a string of the L-system alphabet and placing it into a 

parent program which creates the child program. Followingthe creation of the next 

generation of programs, the GP controller will interpret the new programs into 

metamaterial structures and repeat the process until the terminating criteria is met.  

 

3.2.3 GP-L-system Scripting 

 

For the GP-L system, Matlab was chosen to control the GP portion and HFSS, an 

industry standard 3-D full-wave electromagnetic field simulation software from ANSYS, 

was chosen to do the metamaterial evaluation. Matlab was chosen for its ease of use for 

creating programming scripts and functions as well as its ability to create output graphics 

of the metamaterial patterns and frequency response plots.  The main GP-L system script 

as well as the Matlab GP-L-Sys toolbox, which includes both free source Matlab-HFSS-
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API [28] scripting functions as well as functions created specifically for this thesis work 

to handle GP operations and adding capabilities to the Matlab-HFSS link, can be found in 

the appendix.  

 

Figure 3.8. Example of HFSS software simulation for evaluating a metamaterial unit cell 

 

The GP-L system requires a few more operational parameters than a standard GP 

system which include the L-system alphabet and the HFSS simulation setup parameters. 

The HFSS simulation setup requires the frequency sweep of the range of interest as well 

the mathematical expressions for calculating the reflected magnitude and phase of the 

metamaterial under test. Figure 3.8 shows a single layer metamaterial structure comprised 

of dielectric substrate with an array of copper tiles on top modeled with the required 

simulation parameters in HFSS. The large surround box is a simulation requirement in 

HFSS as the modeled structure is a unit cell with periodic boundaries.  The radiation 
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boundary at the top of the box is where the reflected magnitude and phase due to the 

metamaterial is calculated.  

The resulting calculated reflected magnitude and phase data for the defined sweep 

of frequencies of interest is then saved into a temporary file.  The temporary file is 

accessed by the GP-L system script in Matlab for use in calculating the fitness of the 

metamaterial. The fitness and data are stored with each program in order of best to least 

fit into the generation storage file. Each generation's storage file can be processed in 

Matlab to observe the evolution of the programs and over time.  This allows the user to 

observe and draw conclusions about the changes made in the program that lead to 

changes in the metamaterial structure that lead to different results over the frequencies of 

interest. 

3.3 Design of 8GHz single layer metamaterial by GP-L System 

As previously mentioned, one of the benefits of the GP over both human and 

other optimization algorithms is that it does not have to be limited by preconceived 

design concepts.  Therefore, GP may come up with solution structures that one would not 

normally design on their own.  In addition, because GA requires a starting structure 

whose parameters are then optimized the GA solutions are also limited by human 

definitions. GP also provides the user with the ability to observe the evolution of the 

metamaterial over time to help draw conclusions of what parts of the design effect the 

characteristics of the metamaterial design.   
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To illustrate the ability of GP to provide useful metamaterial designs as well 

provide insight into the design guidelines, let us consider a single layer metamaterial with 

desired performance of reflected phase of 0°at a certain frequency.  In metamaterial work 

done by Kern [23], he uses GA to optimize a single layer metamaterial design for 

operation at 8 GHz.  His optimized metamaterial design pattern and parameter list is 

shown in figure 3.9.  

 
Figure 3.9. Unit cell of GA optimized metamaterial design [23] 

 

The GP-L system is tested against Kern's GA optimized metamaterial to 

demonstrate how the GP-L system works and the features it can provide. Table 3.1 lists 

the GP-L system operating parameters used for this metamaterial design problem. The 

first six rows of table 3.1 as indicated in light blue are the standard GP required 

parameters.  The last two rows as indicated in dark gray are the parameters required for 

the GP-L system which account for the L-system and full EM wave simulation 

incorporation with GP. To keep a consistent comparison to Kern's design the substrate 

dielectric and unit cell size were kept at his design parameters. In addition, a program 

which generates Kern's design using the L-system alphabet was included in the initial 
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population to keep track of its fitness in the comparison to the rest of the GP created 

design programs as well to offer its own useful traits into the gene pool. 

 
Initial Population Size: 50 programs 

Functions: L-system alphabet: [F, G, +, -] 

Variables: Randomly generated number between 1 and 5 for substrate thickness 

Genetic Operators 

& Percentage of Use: 

Reproduction 10% 

Crossover 30% 

Mutation 10% 

Terminating Criteria Run for 5 generations 

Fitness Function: abs ( ref_phase(8GHz) - 0 ) 

The absolute difference between simulated reflected phase in degrees at 8GHz 

and 0 degrees reflected phase at 8GHz  

L-system alphabet: F, move forward 1 and place 1x1 box 

G, move forward 1 

+, turn right 90° 

-, turn left 90° 

HFSS Simulation 

Setup: 

Frequency sweep: 7.5 GHz - 8.5 GHz, 100MHz increments 

Observation distance: 40 mm 

Unit cell dimensions: 2.57x2.57 mm 

Substrate dielectric: 2.98 

Table 3.1. GP-L system parameters 

3.4  Results 

The GP-L system described in the previous section was run for 5 generations.  

Below in figure 3.10, the reflected phase of the frequency sweep is shown for the top 5 

programs of each generation. The program in red with circle markers is Kern's GA 

optimized design.  In the first generation it should be noted that a randomly generated 

GP-L system design is already closer to the goal than the GA design which is second 

most fit.  By the third generation, the GA design is no longer in the top 5 fittest programs 

and in the fourth generation it drops out of the top 10.   
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Figure 3.9 Reflected phase results of top 5 fittest programs from each generation 

 

At the fifth generation, the GP-L system is stopped and the resulting two most fit 

designs are illustrated along with the GA design for comparison. It can be observed that 

parts of the GA design are present in the top performing program which may indicate that 

this pattern feature is important for the 8GHz goal.  In addition portions of the upper 

corners of the top 2 designs also share some common pattern features that may also 

indicate importance for the 8GHz goal. 
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Figure 3.10 Unit cells of (a-b) the top 2 best fit designs and (c) original GA design 

 

The mean squared error for all programs in each generation is compiled and the 

total mean squared error for each generation plotted over the generations. Figure 3.11 

shows the mean squared error for each generation converging towards the goal of 

minimized error. 

 

Figure 3.11 Convergence of MSE over generations of GP-L system 

 

3.5  Conclusion 

In response to a need for innovative metamaterial ground plane designs and the 

design process behind them, a system was devised to apply GP to metamaterial design. 

This new metamaterial design system combined the patterning ability of L-systems with 
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the structurally unrestricted evolution of an optimized solution of GP.  The capabilities of 

the GP-L system were illustrated by comparing the results of the GP-L system to a GA 

optimized metamaterial done in a previous work by Kern [23].   In the comparative study, 

the GP-L system was run to create a metamaterial that met the same desired operating 

parameter goal that was used in the GA optimization, which was in phase reflection at 8 

GHz.  

The results show that the GP-L system was able to provide computer programs 

that generated metamaterial designs that met the goal of in phase reflection at 8 GHz. The 

GP-L system was able to converge to of mean squared error of under 0.05 in 5 

generations.  Over those 5 generations as the fitness of the programs improved, the GA 

optimized design was pushed lower on the rankings of best fit designs.  At the end of the 

5 generations, the metamaterial designs of the top 2 fittest programs were compared to 

the GA optimized design.  The top 2 fittest program designs had some pattern similarities 

with each other and with the GA design.  These similar features of the patterns are 

inherited traits that are passed down through the generations in the top performing 

programs, meaning that they are most likely helpful in making the metamaterial perform 

at the user defined goal. Thus, the GP-L system provided some insight into pattern 

features that help meet the performance goal.  In addition, the top performing GP-L 

system metamaterial structures were not something that would normally be created by the 

existing metamaterial design concepts, showing that the GP-L system performed a more 

thorough search of the possible structures than the GA and human designers.  These 
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observations indicate that the GP-L system has the potential to aid in both metamaterial 

design theory as well as provide a more effective optimization of metamaterial designs. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 

4.1  Summary and Conclusions 

 Genetic Programming (GP) was applied to the development of computer 

programs for automatic target classification and broadband metamaterial design. There 

are two different application studies but both were approached with a common solution 

procedure of using the GP method.  

The clearing of buried unexploded ordnance (UXO) is a necessary and costly 

effort that is needed around the world.  To aid in clearing these potentially dangerous 

threats a classification method is needed to intelligently, accurately, and reliably interpret 

collected data and minimize false alarm rates. Current methods both by human and other 

AI techniques are inaccurate in many situations (e.g. volcanic soil in Hawaii) are 

unreliable and suffer from human factors such as bias and fatigue. In our study, GP is 

considered for automatic target classification because of its advantages in globally 

exploring solutions and taking unconventional steps towards achieving successful 

classifications solutions.  

 The second study dealt with the design of broadband metamaterials. Metamaterial 

design is a growing area of electromagnetics due to the recent surge in ultra wideband 

antenna and communication systems.A well established methodology for developing a 

successful design of such ultra wideband and low operating frequency metamaterial 

structures however is still unavailable. GP is considered for design work of metamaterials 
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because of the same advantages of global search and unconventional design steps which 

have been shown in other areas to lead to the generation of human competitive, novel, 

and optimal designs. 

 In chapter 2, a comparative study of GP and NN was conducted for the binary 

classification of simulated GPR scattering patterns of UXO and four clutter objects. The 

objects and problem setup were chosen to represent scenarios of varying degree of 

difficulty and that cause false alarms in many conventional classification algorithms. 

From the results, GP was observed to provide better classification performance than the 

various NNs in each ofthe levels of problem difficulty. GP also showed robustness to 

untrained data which represented the real world challenge of classifying an UXO that has 

never been exposed to the classifier.  When presented with this challenge the NNs 

produced poor classification results for these untrained data. Additionally, it was noted 

that finding an optimal structure of NN for a given problem can be a time consuming 

task, since the trial and error method seems to be the only approach. On the other hand, 

because GP is not limited by structure and size restraints, it evolves its own structure and 

size to fit the task which minimized efforts on training processes. These observations 

indicate that GP may provide a more convenient, effective, and optimal automaticUXO 

classification algorithm. 

Chapter 3 reports on the development of a GP based metamaterial design system 

that incorporates Lindenmayer systems in response for the need of innovative 

metamaterial ground plane designs and the design process behind them.  The capabilities 

of the GP-L system were illustrated by comparing the results of the GP-L system to a GA 
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optimized metamaterial.  The results show that the GP-L system was able to provide 

computer programs that generated metamaterial designs that better met the goal of in 

phase reflection at 8 GHz than the GA optimized design. The fittest GP-L system 

metamaterial designs showed some similar features in their patterns which are inherited 

traits passed down through the generations and most likely aid in goodperformance at the 

user defined goal. Thus, the GP-L system provided some insight into pattern features that 

help meet the performance goal.  These observations indicate that the GP-L system has 

the potential to aid in both metamaterial design theory as well as provide a more effective 

optimization of metamaterial designs.        

 The advantages of GP were well utilized in both studies and successfully lead to 

producing novel and highly effective results. GP, therefore, has been shown to be 

apromising and effective methodology for both automatic target classification as well as 

metamaterial design.  

4.2  Future Work 

 

To further application of GP for the two problems presented in this thesis a 

number of studies may be pursued. 

 

Application of GP Target Classification to Experimental Measurements 

 The work presented in this thesis considered only simulated GPR measurement 

data.  For a more complete evaluation of GP for target classification, GP should be 

applied to experimental or real world GPR measurement data. 
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Expansion of GP Target Classification to other UXO/IED Detection Systems 

 Performance of GP on GPR system data for UXO classification was shown to be 

quite promising.  Expanding the application of GP classification to include other UXO 

and even IED (improvised explosive devices) detection systems like EMI and 

magnetometer can allow for a complete automatic target classification system in which 

any types of data can be used individually or combined for possibly better results. 

  

Inclusion of More Functions and Materials into the GP-L-system 

 The GP-L system work presented in this thesis was restricted to the materials used 

in the GA design for more even comparison.  However, the GP-L system has the ability 

to expand to include more materials as well as include more detailed L-system functions. 

This would allow the GP-L system more degrees of freedom with which to search out 

and find better performing designs.  

 

Expansion of GP-L-system to 3D structures 

 As used in this thesis, the GP-L system was limited to single layer metamaterial 

structures but there is the ability for expansion into to 3D structures. By including 3D 

building functions, the GP-L system can create both 3D structured and multilayer 

metamaterials which may help in increasing bandwidths.   
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GP-L system with Super Computing Systems 

 The simple case presented in this thesis for applying the GP-L system to a single 

layer metamaterial design was easily handled by a desktop computer.  However, when 

allowing the GP-L system more degrees of freedom such as adding 3D building functions 

and a larger material database as well as more complex goals and design tasks the system 

will need either more time to converge or greater computational power.  This may be 

solved by integrating the GP-L system into a super computing environment like the Maui 

High Performance Computing Center which is available for University of Hawaii use.  
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APPENDIX 

 

GP-L system Main Program: 

%create initial populatioon 
popsize=50; 
create_initpop(popsize-1); 
 
% HFSS Simulation Parameters. 
fC = 8e9;                % Frequency of Interest. 
WL = (3e8/fC);      % Wavelength in cm 
fLow = 7.5e9;        % Low freq. 
fHigh = 8.5e9;       % High freq. 
fStep=100e6; 
units='mm'; 
SubX = 2.57;      % x and y dimension of the substrate (mm) 
AirZ=40;            %z dimension of the air (mm) 
 
 
%number of generations to run 
lastgen=3; 
 
for g=1:lastgen 
    load(['gen' num2str(g) '.mat']) 
    eval(['pop_size=length(genprog' num2str(g) ');']); 
    eval(['genprog=genprog' num2str(g) ';']); 
    eval(['subT = gensub' num2str(g) ';']); 
 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %FITNESS  EVALUATION (link to HFSS) 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    if g==1 
        for p = 1:pop_size 
            %create hfss model and run 
            gp_hfss1(char(genprog(p)), fC, fLow, fHigh, fStep, subT(p), SubX, AirZ, units) 
            results=importdata('C:\tmp\hfssGPL_results.csv', ',', 1); 
            results2=importdata('C:\tmp\hfssGPL_results2.csv', ',', 1); 
            gendata(:,p)=[results.data(:,2);results2.data(:,2);]; 
            disp(['Gen: ' num2str(g) '   Program: ' num2str(p)]) 
            disp(gendata(3:5:8,p)') 
            clear results 
        end 
    else 
        for p = 11:pop_size 
            %create hfss model and run 
            gp_hfss1(char(genprog(p)), fC, fLow, fHigh, fStep, subT(p), SubX, AirZ, units) 
            results=importdata('C:\tmp\hfssGPL_results.csv', ',', 1); 
            results2=importdata('C:\tmp\hfssGPL_results2.csv', ',', 1); 
            gendata(:,p)=[results.data(:,2);results2.data(:,2);]; 
            disp(['Gen: ' num2str(g) '   Program: ' num2str(p)]) 
            disp(gendata(3:5:8,p)') 
            clear results 
        end 
        eval (['gendata(:,1:10)=gendata' num2str(g) '(:,[best]);']); 
    end 
 
 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %FITNESS  FUNCTION / SCORING 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %desired performance 
    dperf=0; 
    %give fitness score 
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    fit=abs(gendata(3,:)-dperf)'+abs(gendata(8,:)-dperf)'; 
    [fit_sort,b]=sort(fit); 
    best=b(1:10); 
 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    %Choose parents and Create next generation 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    parent=genprog([best]); 
 
    %Genetic operations 
    child={}; 
        %reproduction (keep the 10 best into next gen) 
        for gc=1:10; 
            child(gc,1)=parent(gc,1); 
        end 
        %crossover  
        p1= [1:10,1:5]; 
        p2= [2:10,1,8:10,6:7]; 
        for cc=1:2:30 
            [child1, child2] = crossover( char(parent(p1((cc+1)/2))) , char(parent(p2((cc+1)/2)))); 
            child{cc+10,1}=child1; 
            child{cc+11,1}=child2; 
        end 
        %mutation 10% (5/50) 
        mutation_rate=10; 
        for mc=1:10 
            child{mc+40,1}=mutation(char(parent(mc,1))); 
        end 
        sub=subT([best]); 
        sub=[sub,sub(p1),sub(p2),sub]; 
        eval(['genprog' num2str(g+1) '=child;']); 
        eval (['gendata' num2str(g+1) '=gendata;']); 
        eval (['gensub' num2str(g+1) '=sub;']); 
        eval (['save gen' num2str(g+1) '.mat genprog' num2str(g+1)  ' gensub' num2str(g+1) ' gendata' num2str(g+1) ' 
parent best']); 
        clear gendata parent child sub 
end 

 

GP-L system Functions 

create_initpop.m : Creates initial population 

function create_initpop(init_ps) 
 
genprog1={}; 
for ind=1:init_ps 
    %random rule generator 
    rnum=round(rand(1,1) * 3)+round(rand(1,1) * 3); 
    r1=round(randn(1,rnum)*5); 
    rule1=[]; 
    for c=1:length(r1) 
       switch r1(c) 
       case 0 
          rule1=[rule1, '+G']; 
       case 1 
          rule1=[rule1, '-G']; 
       case 2 
          rule1=[rule1, 'F']; 
       case 3 
          rule1=[rule1, '+F']; 
       case 4 
          rule1=[rule1, 'G']; 
       case 5 
          rule1=[rule1, '-F']; 
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       end 
    end 
    %random rule generator 
    rnum=round(rand(1,1) * 3)+round(rand(1,1) * 2); 
    r0=round(randn(1,rnum)*5); 
    rule0=[]; 
    for c=1:length(r0) 
       switch r0(c) 
       case 0 
          rule0=[rule0, '+G']; 
       case 1 
          rule0=[rule0, '-G']; 
       case 2 
          rule0=[rule0, 'F']; 
       case 3 
          rule0=[rule0, '+F']; 
       case 4 
          rule0=[rule0, 'G']; 
       case 5 
          rule0=[rule0, '-F']; 
       end 
    end 
 
    %l-sys 
    rule(1).before = 'F'; 
    rule(1).after = ['FG' rule0]; 
 
    rule(2).before = 'G'; 
    rule(2).after =rule1; 
 
    nRules = length(rule); 
 
    %angle: +operator means turn left; -operator means turn right 
    delta = 90;    %degrees 
 
    %length of the line segments corresponding to the symbols F and G 
    lenF = 1;   %length 
    lenG = 1; 
 
    %starting seed 
    seed = 'F+GF+GF+GF'; 
 
    %number of repititions 
    nReps = 4; 
 
    for i=1:nReps 
        %one character/cell, with indexes the same as original  string 
        seedcells = cellstr(seed');  
 
        for j=1:nRules 
            %the indexes of each 'before' string 
            seed0 = strfind(seed, rule(j).before); 
            if (length(seed0)>=1) 
                for k=seed0 
                    seedcells{k} = rule(j).after; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
 
        %now convert individual cells back to a string 
        seed=[]; 
        for j=1:length(seedcells) 
            seed = [seed, seedcells{j}]; 
        end 
    end 
    genprog1(ind,1)={seed}; 
end 
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% gensub1=round(rand(1,init_ps) * 4)+1; 
gensub1=round(rand(1,init_ps+1) * 5)+1; 
genimp1=round((rand(1,init_ps+1)) *50)+30; 
disp('Done!') 
 
load djk.mat 
genprog1(init_ps+1,1)={dk1}; 
% gensub1=[gensub1,5]; 
save gen1.mat genprog1 gensub1 genimp1 

 

 

lsys_drawblockH.m : Writes script for drawing the structure model in HFSS 

function lsys_drawblockH(fid, seed, subsize, z ,imped) 
 

axiom=seed; 
delta=90; 
lenF=1; 
lenG=1; 
 
%Init the turtle 
xT = 0; 
yT = 0; 
aT = 0; 
da = deg2rad(delta) ; %convert to radians 
 
coord=zeros(length(axiom),3); 
for i=1:length(axiom) 
    cmdT = axiom(i); 
    switch cmdT 
    case 'F' 
        newxT = xT + lenF*cos(aT); 
        newyT = yT + lenF*sin(aT); 
        coord(i,:)=[newxT,newyT,6]; 
 
        xT = newxT; 
        yT = newyT; 
    case 'G' 
        newxT = xT + lenG*cos(aT); 
        newyT = yT + lenG*sin(aT); 
        coord(i,:)=[newxT,newyT,0]; 
 
        xT = newxT; 
        yT = newyT; 
    case '+' 
        aT = aT + da; 
    case '-' 
        aT = aT - da; 
 
    otherwise 
        disp('error') 
        return 
    end 
end 
 
%Coordinates and size from turtle 
fill=find(coord(:,3)); 
fcoord=round(coord(fill,:)); 
nmin=min(fcoord(:,1:2)); 
if min(nmin) < 0 
    fcoord(:,1:2)=fcoord(:,1:2)-min(nmin)+1; 
else 
     fcoord(:,1:2)=fcoord(:,1:2)+1; 
end 
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nmin=min(fcoord(:,1:2)); 
nmax=max(fcoord(:,1:2)); 
ndif=max(nmax-nmin); 
 
fcd=fcoord; 
fcd(:,1)= fcoord(:,1)-(nmin(1))+1; 
fcd(:,2)= fcoord(:,2)-(nmin(2))+1; 
nmin=min(fcd(:,1:2)); 
nmax=max(fcd(:,1:2)); 
ndif=max(nmax-nmin); 
im=zeros(nmin+ndif); 
 
 
        hc=linspace(-subsize/2,subsize/2,ndif+1);   %norm for HFSS 
        delta=subsize/(ndif+1); 
        hc=linspace(-subsize/2,(subsize/2)-delta,ndif+1); 
 
a=1;         
%Stamp a rectangle at coordinates 
for c=1:length(fcd) 
     row=fcd(c,1); 
     col=fcd(c,2); 
 
     if im(row,col) ==0 
        hfssRectangle(fid, ['Rect' num2str(a)], 'Z',[hc(row), hc(col), z], delta, delta, 'mm'); 
        im(row,col)=10;  
        applist(a,1)={['"Rect' num2str(a) '"']}; 
        a=a+1; 
     end 
end 
 
 
fprintf(fid, 'Set oModule = oDesign.GetModule("BoundarySetup")\n'); 
fprintf(fid, 'oModule.AssignFiniteCond Array("NAME:copper_con", "Objects:=", Array( _\n'); 
for ac=1:length(applist) 
      if ac==length(applist) 
          fprintf(fid, [char(applist(ac,1) )]); 
      else 
          fprintf(fid, [char(applist(ac,1)) ', ']); 
      end 
  end 
fprintf(fid, '), "UseMaterial:=", true, "Material:=", "copper", "UseThickness:=",  _\n'); 
 fprintf(fid, ' false, "Roughness:=", "0um", "InfGroundPlane:=", false)\n'); 

 

gp_hfss.m : Creates model, sets up simulation parameters, runs HFSS analysis, and 

saves results 

function gp_hfss(seed, fC, fLow, fHigh, fStep, subT, SubX, AirZ, units,imped) 
 
%Planewave parameters 
E=[1,0,0]; 
k=[0,0,-1]; 
 
% AirBox Parameters. 
SubY=SubX; 
AirX = SubX;  
AirY = SubY;  
 
% Temporary Files. These files can be deleted after the optimization 
% is complete. We have to specify the complete path for all of them. 
tmpPrjFile = 'C:\tmp\tmpGP.hfss'; 
tmpDataFile = 'C:\tmp\tmpData'; 
tmpScriptFile = 'C:\tmp\tmpGPscript00.vbs'; 
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% HFSS Executable Path. 
hfssExePath = 'C:\"Program Files"\Ansoft\HFSS14.0\Win32\hfss.exe'; 
 
 
% Start making the geometry in HFSS script 
 disp('Creating the Script File ...'); 
  
            % Create a new temporary HFSS script file. 
            fid = fopen(tmpScriptFile, 'w+'); 
 
            % Create a new HFSS Project and insert a new design. 
            hfssNewProject(fid); 
            hfssInsertDesign(fid, 'gpdesign1'); 
 
             % Add an AirBox. 
            hfssBox(fid, 'AirBox', [-AirX/2, -AirY/2, -AirZ], [AirX, AirY, AirZ],  units); 
            hfssAssignMaterial(fid, 'AirBox', 'vacuum'); 
 
             % Assign radiation boundaries 
                    %Top 
                    fprintf(fid, 'Set oModule = oDesign.GetModule("BoundarySetup")\n'); 
                    fprintf(fid, 'oModule.AssignRadiation Array("NAME:Rad1", "Faces:=", Array(7), "IsIncidentField:=",  _\n'); 
                    fprintf(fid, ' false, "IsEnforcedField:=", false, "IsFssReference:=", false, "IsForPML:=",  _\n'); 
                    fprintf(fid, ' false, "UseAdaptiveIE:=", false, "IncludeInPostproc:=", true)\n'); 
                    %Master/Slave 1 (periodic) 
                    hfssAssignPeriodic(fid, 1, 10, 12, [AirY/2,0,-AirZ/2], [AirY/2,0,0]) 
                    %Master/Slave 2 (periodic) 
                    hfssAssignPeriodic(fid, 2, 9, 11, [0,AirX/2,-AirZ/2], [0,AirX/2,0]) 
                    %Bottom 
                    hfssRectangle(fid, 'Ground_Plate', 'Z',[-AirX/2, -AirY/2, -AirZ], AirX, AirY, units); 
                    hfssAssignPE(fid, 'AMC_Ground', {'Ground_Plate'}); 
 
            % Add an Subtrate. 
            hfssBox(fid, 'Sub1', [-SubX/2, -SubY/2, -AirZ], [SubX, SubY, subT],  units); 

%Add material 
             fprintf(fid, 'Set oDefinitionManager = oProject.GetDefinitionManager()\n'); 
             fprintf(fid, 'oDefinitionManager.AddMaterial Array("NAME:djk_mat", "CoordinateSystemType:=",  _\n'); 
             fprintf(fid, '"Cartesian", Array("NAME:AttachedData"), Array("NAME:ModifierData"), "permittivity:=",  _\n'); 
             fprintf(fid, '"2.98")\n'); 
             hfssAssignMaterial(fid, 'Sub1', 'djk_mat'); 
 
                        % Add gp-l-sys geometry 
            z=-AirZ+subT;    
            %design 
            lsys_drawblockHres(fid, seed, SubX, z, imped); 
 
            % Create a plane wave centered at origin 
            hfssAssignPlaneWave(fid, E, k) 
 
            %Mesh Setup 
            fprintf(fid, 'Set oModule = oDesign.GetModule("MeshSetup")\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, 'oModule.AssignLengthOp Array("NAME:Length1", "RefineInside:=", true, "Enabled:=",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  true, "Objects:=", Array("AirBox"), "RestrictElem:=", false, "NumMaxElem:=",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "1000", "RestrictLength:=", true, "MaxLength:=", "5mm")\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, 'oModule.AssignLengthOp Array("NAME:Length2", "RefineInside:=", true, "Enabled:=",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, 'true, "Objects:=", Array("Sub1"), "RestrictElem:=", false, "NumMaxElem:=",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '"1000", "RestrictLength:=", true, "MaxLength:=", "0.5mm")\n'); 
 
            %Assign Facelist 
            fprintf(fid, 'Set oEditor = oDesign.SetActiveEditor("3D Modeler")\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, 'oEditor.CreateEntityList Array("NAME:GeometryEntityListParameters", "EntityType:=",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "Face", "EntityList:=", Array(7)), Array("NAME:Attributes", "Name:=", "Facelist1")\n'); 
 
            % Adding Calculator Expressions 
            fprintf(fid, 'Set oModule = oDesign.GetModule("FieldsReporter")\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, 'oModule.LoadNamedExpressions  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '"C:\\Documents and Settings\\Jill\\My Documents\\Ansoft\\PersonalLib\\jodie_eq.clc",  _\n'); 
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            fprintf(fid, '"Fields", Array("refl_phase_rad", "refl_mag", "refl_raw")\n'); 
 
            % Add a Solution Setup. 
            hfssInsertSolution(fid, 'Sim1', fC/1e9); 
            fprintf(fid, 'Set oModule = oDesign.GetModule("AnalysisSetup")\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, 'oModule.InsertFrequencySweep "Sim1", Array("NAME:Sweep1", "IsEnabled:=", true, 
"SetupType:=",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, ['  "LinearStep", "StartValue:=", "' num2str(fLow/1e9) 'GHz", "StopValue:=", "' num2str(fHigh/1e9) 
'GHz", "StepSize:=",  _\n']); 
            fprintf(fid, ['  "' num2str(fStep/1e6) 'MHz", "Type:=", "Discrete", "SaveFields:=", true, "ExtrapToDC:=", 
false)\n']); 
 
 
            % Creating the Output Variables 
            fprintf(fid, 'Set oModule = oDesign.GetModule("OutputVariable")\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, 'oModule.CreateOutputVariable "lambda", "(3e8/Freq)", "Sim1 : LastAdaptive",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "Fields", Array()\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, ['oModule.CreateOutputVariable "eval_dist", "' num2str(AirZ) 'mm", "Sim1 : LastAdaptive",  _\n']); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "Fields", Array()\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, 'oModule.CreateOutputVariable "eval_dist_elec", "(eval_dist/lambda)*360",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "Sim1 : LastAdaptive", "Fields", Array()\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, 'oModule.CreateOutputVariable "SUT_refl_phase", "refl_phase_rad*(180/pi)",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "Sim1 : LastAdaptive", "Fields", Array()\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, 'oModule.CreateOutputVariable "PEC_refl_phase_raw",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "(rem((2*eval_dist_elec)/360)*360) + 180", "Sim1 : LastAdaptive", "Fields", Array()\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, 'oModule.CreateOutputVariable "PEC_refl_phase_raw_coeff180",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "if(PEC_refl_phase_raw > 0, 1, -1)", "Sim1 : LastAdaptive", "Fields", Array()\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, 'oModule.CreateOutputVariable "PEC_refl_phase_raw_coeff360",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "if(PEC_refl_phase_raw > 0, -1, 1)", "Sim1 : LastAdaptive", "Fields", Array()\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, 'oModule.CreateOutputVariable "PEC_refl_phase",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "if(abs(PEC_refl_phase_raw) > 360, PEC_refl_phase_raw_coeff360*(abs(rem(PEC_ref" & _ \n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "l_phase_raw/360))*360), if(abs(PEC_refl_phase_raw) > 180, PEC_refl_phase_raw_c" & _ \n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "oeff180*(360 - abs(PEC_refl_phase_raw)), PEC_refl_phase_raw))",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "Sim1 : LastAdaptive", "Fields", Array()\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, 'oModule.CreateOutputVariable "SUT_phs_offst",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "(SUT_refl_phase - PEC_refl_phase) + 180", "Sim1 : LastAdaptive", "Fields", Array()\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, 'oModule.CreateOutputVariable "SUT_phase_offset",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "if(SUT_phs_offst>0, if(SUT_phs_offst>180, SUT_phs_offst-360, SUT_phs_offst), i" & _ \n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "f(SUT_phs_offst<-180, 360+SUT_phs_offst, SUT_phs_offst))",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "Sim1 : LastAdaptive", "Fields", Array()\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, 'oModule.CreateOutputVariable "SUT_phase_offset_rad", "SUT_phase_offset*(pi/180)",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "Sim1 : LastAdaptive", "Fields", Array()\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, 'oModule.CreateOutputVariable "SUT_reflection_coefficient",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "refl_mag*cos(SUT_phase_offset_rad)", "Sim1 : LastAdaptive", "Fields", Array()\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, 'oModule.CreateOutputVariable "SUT_impedance",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "377*((1 + SUT_reflection_coefficient)/(1 - SUT_reflection_coefficient))",  _\n'); 
            fprintf(fid, '  "Sim1 : LastAdaptive", "Fields", Array()\n'); 
 
 
            % Save the project to a temporary file and solve it. 
            hfssSaveProject(fid, tmpPrjFile, true); 
            hfssSolveSetup(fid, 'Sim1'); 
 

 
fprintf(fid, 'Set oModule = oDesign.GetModule("ReportSetup")\n'); 
fprintf(fid, 'oModule.CreateReport "XY Plot 1", "Fields", "Rectangular Plot", "Sim1 : Sweep1", Array(), Array("Freq:=", 
Array( _\n'); 
fprintf(fid, '  "All"), "Phase:=", Array("0deg")), Array("X Component:=", "Freq", "Y Component:=", Array( _\n'); 
fprintf(fid, '  "refl_phase_rad")), Array()\n'); 
fprintf(fid, 'oModule.ExportToFile "XY Plot 1", "C:/tmp/hfssGPL_results.csv"\n'); 
 
           % Close the HFSS Script File. 
            fclose(fid); 
 
 % Execute the Script by starting HFSS. 
 disp('Solving using HFSS ..'); 
 hfssExecuteScript(hfssExePath, tmpScriptFile,true,true); 


